
HOSTED DESKTOP
SOLUTIONS

IMPLEMENT A SIMPLIFIED, 
UNIVERSAL DESKTOP EXPERIENCE

RELIABLE, FULLY-MANAGED DESKTOP
HOSTING SOLUTIONS

Don’t limit your employees’ productivity – give them the tools they need to stay 
connected from anywhere with an Internet connection. M3 Technology Consultants 
hosts your applications in the cloud, so users can log in and use them from any 
device, at any time of the day or night. Scale easily when adding or removing 
users, without the upfront costs and hassles of deploying software. Plus, you’ll 
minimize the risk of data loss and ensure that your sensitive propriety information 
is protected with our strict security measures. Rely on our expertise for a seamless 
transition and round-the-clock monitoring.

Outdated applications and unpatched 
servers leave you exposed to a variety 
of cyberthreats. M3 Technology 
Consultants automates the process of 
keeping your cloud-based applications 
updated to prevent threats from 
impacting your organization.

Moving to the cloud may seem like 
a simple task in the beginning, but 
it gets complicated very quickly. M3 
Technology Consultants has the 
expertise and tools to make your 
transition to hosted desktops as easy 
and seamless as possible.

In the era of mobile workforces and BYOD, employees need access to their 
important tools from anywhere in the world, on multiple devices. Hosted 
desktop solutions from M3 Technology Consultants provide a secure, universal 
desktop experience that standardizes operating costs, protects sensitive data 
and eliminates routine maintenance from your to-do list.

CLOUD 
MIGRATION

ENHANCED 
SECURITY

ABOUT M3 TECHNOLOGY 
CONSULTANTS

We recognize that busy businesses do 
not have time to guess what IT support 
their businesses may or may not need. 
After years of experience, M3TC has 
developed one simple streamlined 
solution, our True Blue inclusive 
service package. All of the support 
your business needs, without the back 
and forth, nickel and diming. One 
package designed to provide proactive 
system support, so you can run your 
business and enjoy peace of mind.

703-738-4489

www.m3tc.com
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Our team of expert engineers and support technicians 
proactively monitors your systems to prevent trouble and 
maximize uptime. In the unlikely event of an interruption, 
they’re in place to immediately solve the problem.

Don’t spend money on licenses or capabilities you don’t 
need. Our simplified pricing ensures you only pay for what 
you use and can easily grow or scale back your plan based 
on your organization’s unique requirements. 

AFFORDABLE PRICING

M3 Technology Consultants resolves 99 percent of technical 
issues quickly and easily, with little to no downtime. Just give us 
a call or shoot us an email. We work with you to troubleshoot 
technical issues and overcome virtually any obstacle.

With hosted applications, M3 Technology Consultants takes 
care of routine software updates and management of the 
cloud server. Plus, there is no new software to purchase or 
download, making deployment and administration simple. 

WE DO MORE THAN HOSTED DESKTOP SERVICES.
M3 TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS ALSO OFFERS:

24/7/365 MONITORING

MINIMAL MAINTENANCE HELP DESK SUPPORT

Technology Assessments

Data Backup & Recovery

IT Infrastructure Monitoring 

Cybersecurity Services

IP Telephony Solutions

IT Project Management

Remote PC & Mac Support 

Cloud Computing Solutions




